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Chapter 1041: Wu Chentian’s Return 

 

 “Alright, leave this matter to me!” Scorpion said with a pat on his chest. He was someone who always 

walked among the people of the common world, and it was his field. This was a job for him. “What is 

this girl called? What is her father’s name?” 

“The girl is Yu Yuanyuan, she works at a burger shop close to a primary school, and her father sells stuff 

in the market nearby, called Yu Ren. They’re poor people, and haven’t seen the world- a few words will 

be enough to hook them in!” Fighter LI had already investigated Yuanyuan’s background already. 

Fighter Li may often think about girls, but the females he always interacted with were always the girl 

type, not the women kind. He preferred pure and innocent girlies, and he was eating at that burger shop 

yesterday when he felt attracted to Yuanyuan, prompting him to do a background check. He was 

thinking about how he should approach this topic with An Jianwen, and since he just so happened to ask 

him to fight tomorrow, he might as well just make the request then and there! 

As expected, Jianwen agreed- since it wasn’t a big deal in the first place! 

Wu Gonggao of House Wu had finally left the hospital- but the incident that put him in the hospital was 

actually a blessing in disguise, for he had broken through to Mystic mid phase! This made him 

overjoyed- perhaps it was true that you needed to break before you can grow. 

If that was the case, then maybe Gonggao should get so pissed he’d faint and get sent to the hospital… 

Two more times! Perhaps then he’d reach Earth class? 

Of course, that was just a thought. Getting into a hospital may have some relation to his breakthrough, 

but that was mostly due to the fact that he was about to breakthrough in the first place! He just hadn’t 

reached the wall to go past into mid phase yet! 

He always trained without rest at home, but couldn’t do so at the hospital. He only calmly rested his 

body, and after a while, when he recovered and started his training again- he burst right into Mystic mid 

phase! 

He thought about it afterwards- this breakthrough could be because of the readjustment of his body’s 

health this past while. It was posible that was what made him breakthrough when he restarted his 

training! 

In the end, it was for certain that house Wu would be even stronger now that he had broken through! 

Wu Chentian, upon seeing that his grandfather had recovered and had even broken through, he quickly 

charged to Songshan from House Wu to look for Sun Jingyi, enthusiastically wanting to spill the beans 

about her relationship with Lin Yi! 

Back in Yanjing, Lin Yi, Xiaoxiao, and him had a meal together- knowing that the two of them were a 

couple meant that Lin Yi couldn’t be Jingyi’s boyfriend, of course, unless Lin Yi wanted to cheat on 

Xiaoxiao! 



But that didn’t matter- Chentian wanted to take Xiaoxiao, Jingyi, and Lin Yi all out for a meal, and if Lin Yi 

really had been cheating then Jingyi would be able to see Lin Yi’s true face once and for all! Of course, 

whether this ruined Lin Yi’s relationship with Xiaoxiao was of no concern to him. 

He went back to Songshan during the night, and he held back from calling Jingyi, going for Xiao Wangba 

instead. 

“Hello? Wangba, this is Wu Chentian!” Chentian said. 

“Chentian Bro, hello!” Wangba was happy that he got this call. House Xiao wasn’t in that great a shape 

after all, so if there was something they could do to help support House Wu, they might not be removed 

from their status as a noble house just yet! After all, now that the old man at House Wu was a Mystic 

mid phase, reaching Earth class was quite the possibility! They had bigger authority now! 

“How did it go, that task I left to you?” Chentian naturally didn’t know what had happened to House 

Xiao, since he had been busying with stuff regarding his old man recently. 

Gonggao had just broken through, so he had to spread the news! Who had time to go listen to other 

people’s news? 

“It’s done, the company’s registered and the building’s contracted. The employees and everything are 

taken care of too, but because we’ve just come to Songshan we don’t have any customer source. There 

hasn’t been any customers even after so many days!’ Wangba said. 

Songshan’s trading companies were extremely large in number- one would be dreaming if they expected 

people to just walk in to their new opened business! 

But Chentian didn’t care- it didn’t matter if they had customers or if they were earning money! Gonghao 

had broken through, and Chentian had just gotten himself something he could hit on girls with! 

Gonggao’s wish was to make him marry Sun Jingyi into House Wu, so as to improve its standing! 

This company was made for the sake of making him look cool- he wanted the status of manager! It 

didn’t matter if it earned money or not! 

He was recently learning how to act cool, and he felt that he was getting better at it! He realized after 

that meal with Xiaoxiao- girls nowadays liked guys who knew how to act cool! That was the only way to 

get girls to like you!! 

And so he quickly mended his shortcomings- this company he started was only the first step to his plan! 

He wanted to be able to be equals with Jingyi, and since she had a company and was a chairman, he had 

to have that position as well to pursue her! 

The second step was to get Lin Yi and Xiaoxiao together with Jingyi, to let Jingyi know just what sort of a 

person he was! Then, he’d show off his coolness there at the table, and Xiaoxiao would also support him 

when he demonstrated how great he was! Two birds with one stone! 

“It’s okay if it doesn’t earn money, this is just for me to hit on girls! Let it run first, if you need money 

just tell me!” Chentian said casually. 

“Alright, alright!” Wangba said happily. He was still worried that the company wasn’t earning money, 

after all it was Chentian who asked him to prepare it for him! He thought Chentian would be unhappy, 



but it seemed that he didn’t care about profits at all! Then fine, since there’s money to be given to 

employees by Chentian anyway, they could just keep it running! 

Chapter 1042: Sun Jingyi’s Truth 

 

 “You finished the business cards right?” Chentian asked. 

“It’s done! Just as you said, golden! It looks very high end!” Wangba quickly said. 

“The sports car? Bought it?” Chentian asked. 

“Yes, as you said, an Audi TT!” Wangba said, “It’s a new car, without a licence plate yet!” 

“Oh, no need for the plate, it’s a gift!” Chentian said, “I’ll come get it tomorrow morning! But you need 

to tell people that this car is earned through company money, got it?” 

“Got it!” 

Chentian hung up and dialed Jingyi. 

Jingyi was currently enjoying her bathtub, basking in peace and warmth. 

One girl managing an entire company in Songshan by herself was stressful! She had to put on a front, act 

as if she were a cold female CEO. In her heart, however, she was a bit of a frail girl! 

Taking off her mature makeup, the Jingyi now didn’t even look past twenty, her big eyes and long 

eyelashes, along with her casually let down hair and bubbles in her bathtub made her look like some 

princess from a fairytale! 

If Lin Yi were here, he’d be shocked into wide eys! This was Sun Jingyi? It looked like some girl next door! 

Of course, Lin Yi’s eyes were always accurate. He didn’t know what she looked like without makeup, but 

he could guess that she had been putting on a front. This shocked her considerably. 

She lived her life being fake all the time, but she had no choice if she wanted to survive. She wanted to 

prove to her family that she could create something big, that she wasn’t someone who relied on her 

family, not some tool for them to use for marriage alliances! 

But, without the background and support of House Sun, she was just like any other businessman, quietly 

managing their small company among the heavy competition, advancing slowly! 

As for the forced alliance marriage by her house, or, certain members of her house, Jingyi decided with 

determination that she would walk this hard path and become successful! 

Taking out her phone, she went through her gallery and saw some pictures of Lin Yi- it put a frown on 

her face. It had been a while since she was in contact with him, but without Chentian causing her 

trouble, she had no excuse to contact him… 

She was extremely curious towards him, after all. Did she like him? Not really- Jingyi knew that, even 

though she rejected the marriage, she couldn’t just get some random boyfriend. If she did, it would piss 

her grandpa off! 



House Sun didn’t have too many young ones, and those who broke through into the first stage through 

practitioning was few in number as well. If House Sun didn’t get support soon- while they wouldn’t get 

kicked out of the noble house society- they would still deteriorate! 

So Sun jingyi’s target was specific. She needed to like the person she married, and he needed to be 

powerful! She wanted her aunt and uncles to know that she didn’t need them to find a perfect 

boyfriend! 

Currently, she had only curiousity towards Lin Yi. Perhaps a little bit of interest, but that was all. She was 

a logical person, and just from how she faked her life, one would know that for certain. 

“Fu…” She sighed slowly. Lin Yi had entered her sights, but from her perspective, he wasn’t good 

enough. He was a good fighter, but that was far from those practitioners… 

Jingyi’s information flow was restricted- she didn’t contact her family nor the noble families much, and 

had nothing to do with the police, and so she didn’t know about the things that had happened recently, 

and didn’t even know that Lin Yi almost had to run back to his old home. 

Thinking about these thigns, a sudden ringtone interrupted her, giving her a jump! Looking at who was 

calling, she frowned, but picked up regardless. 

“I’m Sun Jingyi,” Jingyi said dully, as if she didn’t even see who called. 

“Jinyi, it’s Wu Chentian!” Chentian was clearly excited, “I’m back in Songshan!” 

“Oh, you’re back,” Jingyi said flatly. 

“Yeah, I’ve invested in a company here, ahha, it seems like I will have to come to Songshan more often 

now, but that means we’ll have more chances to interact!” Chentian said, acting cool. 

“Oh…” Jingyi had absolutely no interest whether or not this guy was starting a company. Some rich guy 

from a noble house, using his house’s money and connections to do business? That was not difficult at 

all, of course he’d earn a huge amount of profits. Jingyi wouldn’t be able to compete! 

From what she could see, only an idiot would be unable to earn money with all the connections and 

money he had. 

“Haha, it’s been a while- let’s have brunch tomorrow?” Chentian said excitedly. 

“Tomorrow? I have to go to work, might not have time,” She rejected flatly. 

“Haha, come and chat! Get Lin Yi, too, it’s been a while!” Chentian said intentionally, thinking that if Lin 

Yi was going, Jingyi would go as well. This would let her see the ugly truth behind Lin Yi’s double-timing. 

“Lin Yi?” Jingyi paused, and something changed inside her as she put aside her ideal boyfriend- true, Lin 

Yi was quite a nice person, but he was a Great Thief… How would her grandpa react if she brought home 

a Great Thief? 

“Yeah, back in Yanjing I met with him, and even bought him and his friend dinner, we had fun!” Chentian 

said, “So I was planning on having a meal with him again in Songshan, let’s go together?” 



“I… Alright then…” Hearing that Lin Yi was going as well, Jingyi barely said yes. She had less and less care 

regarding Chentian, even though her family wanted her to spend more time with him. She was avoiding 

him all the time. 

“Alright, I’ll go to your company to get you tomorrow!” Chentian was annoyed that the mere mention of 

Lin Yi’s name was enough to get Jingyi to agree, but the thought that he would be exposed for two 

timing tomorrow gave him peace as he endured. 

“K,” With that, Jingyi hung up. 

Chapter 1043: You’re Very Cute 

 

Lin Yi went to the hospital to fetch Tang Yin, as usual. Upon entering the car, she looked at him. “Let’s go 

to Ningshi Road and get Xiaoxiao…” 

“Oh?” Lin Yi blinked. 

“She said that, when she woke up, she saw that there wasn’t any gas left for school, so she wanted you 

to fetch her…” Tang Yin said, “She just called me.” 

“Isnt’ there a gas station in front of her house?” Lin Yi found the excuse a little funny. 

“Really?” Tang Yin blinked, and laughed, “This Xiaoxiao… I should get her to make a better excuse next 

time…” 

“You knew she was lying?” LIn Yi smiled. 

“Yeah, she admitted it…” Tang Yin smiled back. “You wouldn’t blame me for hiding it, right?” 

“Nope,” Lin Yi shook his head. With Tang Yin’s personality, it was only natural she’d want to help 

Xiaoxiao more after learning the truth, which was why she teamed up with her to fool him. 

With that, Lin Yi drove speedily to Xiaoxiao’s area. 

Xiaoxiao stood there under her building, dressed very nicely as she waited with a smile at her door. Her 

posture and that bag over her shoulder gave off a strong sense of youth. 

Lin Yi would never believe that this was someone soon about to die if he didn’t know firsthand just how 

odd her body was. 

The Xiaoxiao now, smiled as usual, and excitedly ran over when she saw Lin Yi’s car! 

Tang Yin and Xiaoxiao sat at the back of the Beetle, and the front seat was empty. 

“Heh heh, sorry, out of gas- you had to fetch me!” Xiaoxiao said a little apologetically once she got on 

the car. 

“Oh, okay,” Lin Yi nodded. 

“Okay?” Xiaoxiao didn’t know what Lin Yi was up to. What did he mean? 

Tang YIn covered her mouth, smiling. 



Xiaoxiao didn’t understand. 

Lin Yi drove the car to Xiaoxiao’s door and turned to the alley nearby, and soon reached a gas station. 

“I’m almost out of gas too, wait a second,” Lin Yi said faintly, not exposing Xiaoxiao’s lie at all. 

But Xiaoxiao, on the other hand, was blushing intensely! She was someone who lied without blinking, 

but that was when she was messing with people- now it was Lin Yi she was dealing with! She wanted to 

bury herself in the ground! 

Lin Yi didn’t expose her directly, but what difference did that make? She never expected for Lin Yi to 

know that there was a gas station so close, since it was hidden and out of sight- only locals knew about 

it! Outsiders wouldn’t be able to find it! 

But Lin Yi did, and he was pumping gas right now! 

Lin Yi walked out and got to work while Xiaoxiao heated up, her face red as she fidgeted, “Aaaah…. What 

do I do, Yin Yin sis, does he know I lied?” 

“Haha…” Tang Yin looked at the fidgeting Xiaoxiao, “That’s not a big deal right?” 

“Then he wouldn’t believe what I say in the future…” Xiaoxiao said, worried. 

“Haha, it’s okay, he guessed it already,” Tang Yin smiled. 

“He guessed it already?!” Xiaopxiao was even more flustered- so Lin Yi had known all along! 

After finishing, Lin Yi got back in the car and drove to school, not saying anything. 

But that only made Xiaoxiao even more flustered! If Lin Yi were to say something and tease her a bit, or 

anything at all- she’d feel more at ease. 

“So there was a gas station there, I didn’t even know! I’ll go there for gas tonight.” Xiaoxiao said, 

pretending, “Husband Lin Yi , you’re so good at finding these hidden spots in alleys!” 

“Oh, not really, I just noticed it,” Lin Yi said with a smile. 

“Haha, I couldn’t notice it…” Xiaoxiao said with a haha. 

“Oh, I only noticed it because I saw a receipt from a gas station in your car, so I memorized the address 

on it,” Lin Yi said. 

“Ha?!” Xiaoxiao’s eyes were wide as she stared, her mouth gaping open as she almost hit her head on 

the ceiling of the car. She stared at Lin Yi, her face burning up- she was going crazy! 

“AAAAAAAAH! I can’t live anymore, this is so embarrassing!” Xiaoxiao was going mad, “Can’t you just 

not expose me, can’t you just let me off the hook! I… i- I’m gonna kill myself…” 

“You’re pretty cute,” Lin Yi said with a soft smile as he looked at the rampaging Xiaoxiao. 

“Oh? Really?” Xiaoxiao was instantly happy again, her eyes narrowing happily, “Really? Hahaha, Yin Yin 

sis, did he say I was very cute?” 



“Yeah…” Tang Yin gave a smile as well, finally understanding why Mengyao agreed to let Yushu be a 

small wife- having someone so cute and lively like this in her life- that’d be pretty nice… 

Gradually, Tang Yin realized that she had accepted Xiaoxiao! If she were to be able to spend her life with 

her, that’d be a pleasant thing, except… This was only a thought… Xiaoxiao’s ending would be fatedly 

tragic… 

She couldn’t help but feel sad at the thought. 

Xiaoxiao, as if she didn’t know anything was wrong, kept giggling to herself, her eyes and lips all curved 

in happiness. 

Lin Yi really couldn’t connect this Xiaoxiao with the one who made all those wishes in her phone- she 

was a happy girl in front of everyone, as if she’d be happy anytime, anywhere, and cause others to be 

happy with her… Behind their backs, she was a fragile girl, bound to a cruel fate… 

Lin Yi parked behind the food alley, and when Xiaoxiao got off and saw that messed up Lambo, she 

couldn’t help but burst out into laughter. 

She didn’t want to draw too much attention at school, since a weird trio couple like this would stand out 

too much. Since she didn’t need to fight Tang Yin for anything anymore, she might as well let Tang Yin 

and Lin Yi hold hands. She took Tang Yin’s hand instead. 

Chapter 1044: Cake Filled With Love 

 

From an outsider’s view, she would look like Tang Yin’s best freind. They wouldn’t suspect she had 

anything to do with Lin Yi. 

It wasn’t until they reached the school building and after Tang Yin went into her classroom did Xiaoxiao 

become more intimate with Lin Yi. They were almsot entering their classroom soon, and there weren’t 

many people in the halls, so she didn’t care and put her hand in front of Lin Yi. 

“?” Lin Yi blinked, “What?” 

“We should hold hands! I stayed back when the big wife was here, but now that she’s gone I should get 

some attention!” Xiaoxiao said, hasty, “Quickly, quickly, it’s my turn!” 

“Ha…” Lin Yi smiled and took her hand. It was only a few steps before they reached the classroom, at 

which point he would let go. 

But that short distance alone was enough to make her happy. She sang a soft tune as she walked in 

happily with Lin Yi, sitting after Lin Yi like an obedient housewife. 

One look at how easily she was satisfied made Lin Yi feel sympathy for her, but there was nothing he 

could do! He wasn’t medically skilled enough to heal her… 

“Lin Yi, honey, I’ve brought something good for you!” Xiaoxiao said happily as she undid her bag and 

started mumbling to herself. 



“Oh?” Lin Yi realized that he was starting to like Xiaoxiao from his heart now. It was also why he wasn’t 

angry when she lied about her car running out of gas. If it were in the past, however, Lin Yi wouldn’t let 

her do whatever she wanted like this. 

“A homemade cake filled with love!” Xiaoxiao was full of glee as she happily took out a food storage bag, 

“Here it is, heh heh, my cake of lov- huh?” 

Xiaoxiao was enthusiastically about to show Lin Yi her cake of love when she realized it was all 

squashed! The originally heart shaped cake was now flattened to a completely different look, along with 

the peaches and strawberries she put! 

“Aaaaaah!” Xiaoxiao was going crazy, “I woke up at three to make this, come on!” 

Xiaoxiao slapped herslef in the forehead, feeling down. She was a little sleepy when she finished baking, 

so she just put the cake in her bag and accidentally slept on it- unintentionally using the bag as a pillow! 

The cake was still in the bag, so of course this would be the outcome! She forgot about it when she 

woke up and called Tang Yin, busying herself with makeup… 

And of course she wouldn’t remember that she had used a bag as her pillow, along with the cake in it! 

Lin Yi felt genuine happiness when he looked at Xiaoxiao- he was touched. 

Although Xiaoxiao wrote in her phone that she wanted to make him fall in love with her and die so she 

could make him sad, Lin Yi didn’t believe that anymore. Who’d go and bake a cake at three in the 

morning just for this? 

“Whatever, I’ll throw it away and make it tomorrow. I’ll use a container this time. Hm, looks like I’ve 

learned my lesson!” Xiaoxiao said, troubled, “I’m such an idoit, putting it in the bag and using it as a 

pillow… man.” 

“Haha!” Lin Yi couldn’t help but laugh after hearing that. 

“Hey!” Xiaoxiao pouted. 

“Why throw it away? The shape is messed up, not the taste,” Lin Yi took over the food storage bag and 

opened it, stuffing the cake into his mouth, “I didn’t eat this morning, anyway- I’m pretty hungry. Hey, 

this tastes good!” 

With that, Lin Yi quickly finished the cake she made, not caring about the shape and design. 

“Ah?” Xiaoxiao didn’t expect Lin Yi to just eat it like that. 

“Still have more?” Lin Yi asked. 

“Uh… No, I’ll make more tomorrow,” Xiaoxiao was happy once more. The eyes she looked at Lin Yi with 

now held a trace of gentleness to them- Lin Yi feeling touched would only make her touched as well. 

She herself, wouldn’t eat the cake after it got squashed like that, but Lin Yi didn’t even care and just ate 

the entire thing, even asking if she had more… This made Xiaoxiao feel that Lin Yi was really, really nice 

to her. She’d never felt anybody treat her this well since when she was younger, and she never had a 



relationship before, so now that she’d fallen in love she felt that everything was so perfect! If possible, 

she really didn’t want to die… 

She was really scared now- the more she developed her relationship with Lin Yi, the heavier it got! Their 

parting would really hurt if they went on like this, and she didn’t want that! She didn’t want to feel pain, 

and she didn’t want Lin Yi to feel pain! 

Before, when she refused to make friends or get into a relationship, it was because she feared the 

sadness that would follow on that last day, but now… Things changed. Without realizing it, she had 

friends- Tang Yin, Yushu, these were her friends now… And she had a boyfriend as well, and it felt like 

the two of them were getting more and more intimate… 

She didn’t know what to do. 

Lin Yi, on the other hand, wasn’t thinking about those things. After finishing the cake, he gulped down 

some water and tossed the bag into a trash bin. 

“No need to wake up so early to make this, it’s a lot of tourble.” Lin Yi worried for Xiaoxiao’s body, too- 

she didn’t have long to live for in the first place, and waking up at three in the morning to bake would 

worsen it. 

“It’s alright, I’m happy to make it!” Xiaoxiao shook her head, “I’ll prepare it tonight, and tomorrow 

morning I’ll bake it, so it’ll be a lot faster since I didn’t prepare it beforehand last time…” 

Lin Yi didn’t say anything, not when she insisted like this. If she was happy doing that, then sure. 

“Did you contact the racing tournament for Friday night?” LIn Yi changed the topic. 

“Yeah, I did!” Xiaoxiao became happy again, “I contacted the people I played racing with before and 

they helped me sign up, but don’t lose okay, I can’t afford two hundred thousand!” 

“Haha, you don’t trust my skill?” Lin Yi wasn’t worried about the races between citizens at all. 

“I don’t trust my car…” Xiaoxiao smiled bitterly, “Their cars are modified and everything, but mine isnt’!” 

Chapter 1045: Wu Chentian’s Invitation 

 

 “As long as you trust me,” Lin Yi teased. 

“Oh? Of course I trust you, but the car isn’t good enough!” Xiaoxiao said. 

“It’s a mountain road- their modiefied cars won’t help them too much there,” Lin Yi shrugged. 

“That’s true- they can’t just accelerate on a path like that!” Xiaoxiao relaxed. 

Wu Chentian went to get the car from Xiao Wangba the next morning, pleased at the sight of his 

company on the street which was also two stories high. The sign was great, too, ‘Chentian Trading 

Company LL’, it really did look cool! He slapped Wangba on the shoulder, “Not bad, good job! Give me 

the name card.” 



“Here!” Wangba didn’t expect that Chentian didn’t care whether the company was earning money- the 

guy just cared about appearances, and that made him drop his worries. He gave him a golden business 

card, “Chentian Bro, is it to your liking?” 

“Yes, not bad!” Chentian gave it one look before putting it in his pocket. He got on the car and drove to 

Sun Jingyi’s. 

He parked it under her building, and called her. He wanted to give her a surprise, since this was a gift for 

her, after all. He also remembered that she said once that she liked Audi, but didn’t want one that stood 

out too much, so she got an Audi A41. In a big city like Songshan, where there were tons of rich people, 

an Audi A41 was considered commonplace. 

After around half an hour, Jingyi came down- but without the usual heavy makeup. Her makeup now put 

her towards to cute girl look, and this wasn’t what Chentian expected! 

He knew that the mature woman look wasn’t her real face, but he didn’t expect for her to be so cute! 

It’d been so long since he saw her in this style. 

He still assumed that she had put all that effort into dressing up for him! It made him extremely happy. 

He quickly walked over. “You’re so pretty today, Jingyi!” 

“Oh…” Obviously, she didn’t dress up for him. As for whom, she knew it herself in her heart… Women 

dressed up for men they favored – who did she dress up for? 

Wu Chentian was already used to the cold attitude Jingyi always treated him with, so he didn’t mind. He 

quickly walked to his car and opened the door for her, “Jingyi, please get in!” 

“?” Jingyi paused, looking at the Audi TT, “This is your car?” 

“Yeah, the company earned money, so I bought a car!” Chentian said, feeling proud and satisfied as he 

showed off his coolness. He didn’t study it or anything, but he did read a book called So Pure So 

Flirtatious in which the main character was someone who acted cool very effectively. He forgot one 

thing, however- you can only act cool if you can back it up with strength. If you didn’t have anything to 

back it up with, then you’d look like an idiot. 

“Oh, I’ll drive my own car,” Jingyi rejected, walking to her own car. 

Chentian blinked, but remembered that she had never been in his car before. But, after he gave the car 

to her, she’d want it, right? 

He wanted to give it to her now, but thinking that if he gave it to her during lunch, along with Xiaoxiao’s 

flattering words, he’d look so cool! With that thought, he held himself back from giving it to her now. 

If it weren’t for Lin Yi getting invited as well, Jingyi never would’ve accepted Chentian’s invitation. She’d 

say that she was too busy, and postpone meeting with Chentian. 

But Lin Yi’s involvement made her hesitate. It had been so long since she saw him, and now she really 

wanted to see him- after all, he could be considered as somewhat her partner, and she had interest in 

him. Meeting him occasioanally like this made her happy. 

The two cars went for Songshan High. 



Jingyi drove in front, while Chentian drove behind her. She parked the car in the food street at Songshan 

High- it was here where she first fetched Lin Yi, and she assumed that he just lived around here. She 

didn’t expect him to actually be a student here. 

Jingyi’s car parked beside the Beetle, and Chentian parked his Audi TT beside Jingyi’s Audi A41. 

The two got off their cars. 

“I’ll call Lin Yi? Where is this place, do we wait for him here?” 

“Okay…” Jingyi frowned and subconsciously walked faster when he leaned in. As for why they parked 

here, it was because she didn’t want to wait at her house with him! This was the place where she 

fetched Lin Yi last time, true, but she really didn’t want anybody seeing her with this man, it felt like it’d 

be emabrrassing for her. 

But Chentian didn’t feel those emotions of disgust, but only walked by her side as he called Lin Yi. 

Lin Yi and Xiaoxiao had just reached the classroom a while ago, and the phone rang. It was an unkown 

number, but he picked up regardless, “Hello, who aer you?” 

“Is this Lin Yi?” Chentian a sked. 

“I am. You are?” Lin Yi didn’t recognize his voice- this sort of person wasn’t someone left impressions on 

him. 

“I’m Wu Chentian, I just came to Songshan, with Jingyi! I’d like to have lunch with you and your 

grilfriend, do you have time? Chentian said. 

Jingyi? Girlfriend? Lin Yi paused, and understood that Chentian was probably talking about Xiaoxiao. 

He wanted to reject him, but considering Xiaoxiao’s personality, she probably really liked feasts, “Wait, 

I’ll ask Xiaoxiao.” 

“Okay!” Chentian was happy once he knew it was possible. He only needed Xiaoxiao to help him look 

cool- if it were just Lin Yi, he wouldn’t want that! After all, Lin Yi wouldn’t help him with his coolness act, 

and would even try to snatch Jingyi away! 

Chapter 1046: Destroyed Car 

 

 “Xiaoxiao, Wu Chentian called and said he wants to treat us to a feast. Wanna go?” Lin Yi looked at 

Xiaoxiao. 

“Wu Chentian?” Xiaoxiao took a moment, but remembered him. “That Iron Fist Wu? He wants to buy us 

lunch? Sure, let’s go, let’s go! I love feasts! When?” 

“When?” Lin Yi said to Chentian on the phone. 

“Right now, we’re at the food street behind Songshan High, I hear you’re nearby?” Chentian said. 

“Now. Wanna go?” Lin Yi asked, ignoring the question. 



“Yeah!” Xiaoxiao had no interest in school nor studying- she was about to die, she had no time to study! 

She couldn’t even do college applications! 

“Then you guys wait, we’ll come right now.” Lin Yi said to Chentian and hung up. 

He didn’t have any positive feelings nor negative feelings when it came to him. He was just some suitor 

of Jingyi’s, and if there were some conflict between them, it’d just be that instance where he stole his 

wallet. Although, Lin Yi had also stolen the wallet back as well and Chentian’s loss was bigger! Xiaoxiao 

also messed with him so hard in Yanjing by making him pay so much for that dinner! 

Lin Yi was troubled- what was wrong with this Chentian? Was the lesson last time not enough, now he 

wanted to buy Xiaoxiao dinner again? 

But Jingyi was with him, so Lin Yi thought that he probably just wanted to show Jingyi how he had a 

girlfriend already, to let her know that he was two timing. 

But Lin Yi didn’t care- both Jingyi and him were clear on what their relationship was, he was just 

pretending to be her lover, and they actually had nothing going on between them. 

And so he didn’t mind bringing Xiaoxiao there, as long as she was happy eating. That’d satisfy him, to 

see her happy and full. 

Lin Yi and Xiaoxiao packed up and left. He sent the Miss and Tang Yin texts, telling them that he was 

bringing Xiaoxiao to eat with a friend, and since both the girls knew the thing with Xiaoxiao, they had no 

qualms with him bringing her out himself. They only told him to be careful, and to look after Xiaoxiao. 

Yufeng, being the practitioner he was, was able to walk after his injured butt was treated. He was from 

House Yu, so naturally he had Miracle Doctor Kang and Miracle Doctor Guan’s injury medicines. 

But Panghu lost one of his testicles, so there was no saving that. He would have to be a man with one 

ball from now on. 

The three left the hospital this morning, and with Miracle Doctor Kang’s golden creation medicine, they 

were recovering fast, though time was still needed to go back to their healthy state. 

Yufeng was worried about his car, however- that was a new Lambo he just bought, without even a 

licence plate- what if those vendors scratched it back at the food street? 

And so the three quickly got on a taxi and headed to the Lambo. 

But, the car that was parked in his spot wasn’t his Lambo, but an Audi TT! 

“Where’s my car?” Yufeng blinked. 

“Master Xie, it’s over there…” Congmin said weakly as he pointed to the wall. 

“Wha?!” Yufeng froze as he looked at his car- it was riddled with dents and holes, squeezed at he wall 

with the paint all messed up! This wasn’t a new car, this was destroyed metal! 

“My Lamborghini!!” Yufeng quickly ran over, his heart aching! He was rich, but his wealth was finite! He 

wanted to get some girls using this car, but he hadn’t even used it for one day and it got all messed up! 

“Who did this? Who? Who destroyed my car?!” 



“Master Xie, I think it’s proabably the owner of this Audi TT…” Congming said, analyzing, “These three 

parking spots are the only proper parking spots, so now that they’re full the only place left was the spot 

at the wall, and our car probably came afterwards and blocked it, so they had to move the car over 

there…” 

“Oh? Isn’t this Audi TT Feng Xiaoxiao’s? Did she mess my car up, is she that strong?” Yufeng felt that the 

analysis made perfect sense, but how did she break his car? 

“It was probably Lin Yi! Lin Yi’s a practitioner, so he would’ve been able to do this, and Feng Xiaoxaio 

was probably the one who ordered him to do so!” 

“Fuck! I haven’t even punished him yet, and now he’s stepping all over me! Feng Xiaoxiao, sooner or 

later I’m gonna push you onto my bed and mess you up!” Yufeng gritted his teeth, “Break this car! 

Destroy both Lin Yi and Xaixoaio’s car! That Beetle is Lin Yi’s!” 

“Wait!” Congming waved his hand, stopping the raging Yufeng, “Master Xie, please, calm down!” 

“Oh? What, I can’t fight back even when they’re stepping all over me?” 

“No, Master Xie, I think that Lin Yi’s car would be better left alone!” Congming said, “Master Xie, Lin Yi is 

a practitioner- he wouldn’t just let things go if you destroy his car!” 

“He’s a practitioner, so am I! He’s just an early phase Mystic, I’m already early phase peak- I’m not 

scared of him!” Yufeng hmphed coldly. 

“But you’re hiding your strength right now, Master Xie! You can’t let him know, it’d ruin your plans!” 

Congming said. 

“Oh right- I almost messed up!” Yufeng said. That was true- if Lin Yi came to him to cause trouble after 

his car got messed up, they’d have to fight- he couldn’t let that happen after just two days, it wouldn’t 

benefit his family! Even if he were to kill Lin Yi he had to make sure they understood the background 

that was supporting him, for his family’s sake! 

Chapter 1047: More Benefits 

 

It was just that this rage had nowhere to go, he wasn’t willing to just let things be! Yufeng thought about 

it, “Then let’s just break Feng Xiaoxiao’s car- that Chen Yushu girl messed with us yesterday, and Feng 

Xiaoxiao must have had something to do with it. It must be her idea that got my car messed up, so we’ll 

mess hers up and warn Lin Yi! 

“That’s a good idea! We’ll give Lin Yi a warning!” Congming was also thinking the same thing, “Then we’ll 

just destroy Feng Xiaoxiao’s car, since Lin Yi has no proof either- there’s nothing he can do to us if we 

don’t admit it, and it isnt even his car, just some girl’s! He won’t lose face!” 

“What are we waiting for then? Do it!” Yufeng took a brick and threw it at “Feng Xiaoxiao’s” Audi TT, 

smashing it through the window! 

WIth a smash, the entire glass plane collapsed. 



Congming and Panghu got their tools as well, and started messing the car up! 

The Audi TT started beeping from its alarm, but Yufeng didn’t care- the louder it got, the greater he felt! 

It was as if he was breathing out in relief! 

“Horny bitch, this is what you get for playing hard to get! Mess my car up? I’ll mess yours up! I’ll mess it 

up!!” Yufeng said as he destroyed the car, “I’ll get you on my damn bed one day, you little bitch!!!” 

Because the three worked together, the Audi TT lost its original shape in an instant. 

Wu Chentian and Sun Jingyi were at the crossroads waiting for Lin Yi, but when the alarm sounded they 

looked back- and the look on Chentian’s face wasn’t pretty at all! 

There were three braindead assholes messing up his new Audi TT! He exploded into a fit of rage- who 

did these punks think they were? This was his gift to Jingyi!! 

Chentian burst into a rampage, and a couple steps later he reached in front of Congming and Panghu, as 

well as Yufeng… With slap, he sent his palm across the excited Yufeng’s cheek and flung him onto the 

ground! 

Yufeng didn’t prepare for that at all, and Chentian was also a physical practitioner himself. 

“My car! My beautiful car!” Chentian almost cried as he carressed his tattered Audi TT, “This was my 

present to Jingyi, you three bastards! I’ll kill you!!” 

Chentian sent Panghu flying out with a fist, and Congming wasn’t shown mercy either. None of them 

were practitioners, so when they got sent flying and landed on their asses, their injuries split again! 

Yufeng did not know what this Chentian was talking about- did they get the wrong car? Wasn’t this 

Xiaoxiao’s car?? 

But Yufeng was from House Yu- so what if he got the wrong car? What could anybody do to him, let 

alone hit him? Ridiculous! 

He had already suffered plenty at the hands of Lin Yi, Yushu, and Xiaoxiao the past few days- there was 

no way he could let this shit pass! He jumped up and looked coldly at Chentian. He pointed at his Lambo, 

“Did you do that to my car?” 

“Your car? That messed up car is yours?” Chentian looked at the direction he pointed. He frowned, 

“Why would I do that to your car?” 

“Hmph, even if it isn’t you who did that to my car, I’ve already done what I did to yours. What are you 

going to do about it?” A cold look swept across his face, “You’re just a golden class early phase physical 

practitioner- who the hell do you think you are? You wanna die?” 

Chentian had showed his strength just now, and so he knew what he was. He didn’t know him, however, 

nor did he know Jingyi- he was the trump card of House Yu, so he had never showed his face in public 

and never interacted with the descendants of the other houses. This was also the reason why he could 

hide his identity and come to Songshan. After all, keeping this a secret was paramount. 



“WoW, is this the sort of thing you should be saying after what you did to my car? Do you know who I 

am?” Chentian didn’t expect Yufeng to be talking like this after destroying car- he was supposed to be 

begging for mercy, not talking big! This made him rage- he decided to use these three to show off his 

heroism to Jingyi! 

“I don’t need to know who you are. I just need to know that you’re dead,” Yufeng started channeling his 

spiritual practitioner’s strength- he couldn’t hold it in anymore! He’d been enduring and enduring the 

whole time with Lin Yi, but he didn’t need to anymore now that these weren’t Lin Yi! It was their own 

fault for walking into his path! “A mere golden class early phase- let me show you the power of a Mystic 

class early phase peak spiritual practitioner!” 

“Mystic class early peak spiritual practitioner?” Chentian froze- he felt the aura fcoming from Yufeng, it 

was strong! He may only be a physical practitioner, but he could feel the strength coming from spiritual 

practitioners, and for now he felt a big difference between them! 

During their stand off, Lin Yi came over with Xiaoxiao and saw the two- he paused. 

But one look at that messed up Audi TT and he understood. Yufeng must have mistaken his car for 

Xiaoxiao’s! 

But Chentian wasn’t strong enough to take on Yufeng! It looked like Lin Yi had to help him a bit, since, in 

comparison, Lin Yi hated Yufeng more. Other than being a bit dumb and a bit prideful, Chentian hadn’t 

done much to piss him off yet. 

“Wu Chentian, Xie Yufeng, you guys know each other?” Lin Yi said, as if he didn’t see the two were ready 

to fight. 

“Fuck!” Yufeng was going mad- yes, he was pissed! What the hell was wrong with Lin Yi, he was always 

popping out when he didn’t want him the most! He was just about to deliver punishment to Chentian 

when this jerk came, forcing him to quickly hide his strength! 

Chapter 1048: Enduring 

 

One had to admit that Lin Yi could really be a jerk if he wanted to, even more so than Yushu or Xiaoxiao. 

He used to be an assassin, and that meant that he killed with any means necessary. Other than 

assassinations, framing others and laying traps was also part of the skillset for the highest caliber killers. 

If it was possible to off someone using another’s hands, it would be quite preferable as well. 

Lin Yi pretty much understood the situation at this point. Yufeng’s Lambo was destroyed, and Chentian’s 

Audi just happened to be parked in the spot that Yufeng’s car was parked in- of course he’d think that 

Chentian was repsonsible for what happened. 

Yufeng thought that the Audi was Xiaoxiao’s as well, since she was the only one with an Audi in school- 

and so without a doubt he decided that it was Xiaoxiao who destroyed his car! 

And so, since he didn’t want to let Lin Yi know about his strength, he dind’t dare break his car since 

that’d cause truoble with him, deciding to settle on Xiaoxiao’s car instead. Yet Xiaoxiao didn’t even drive 

to school today, she came in Lin Yi’s car- the Audi here was Chentian’s! 



Just what strength levels were these two at? Lin Yi understood very clearly- if these two were to fight, 

the one to suffer would most definitely be Chentian! 

But he couldn’t let Chentian take a big loss right now. In comparison, he hated Yufeng more, and 

Chentian even wanted to buy Xiaoxiao and him lunch! Lunch would disapear if he got hurt. 

So Lin Yi quickly opened his mouth, instantly forcing Yufeng to suck back his qi, his face contorting in 

helplessness and pain! 

“Wow, Iron Fist Bro, are you going to perform your iron fist techniques? Use that to beat this guy, it’s 

time for you to show your heroism!” Xiaoxiao cheered as he saw the two in a standoff. She actually 

didn’t want Iron Fist Wu to lose this one, since he was going to buy her lunch. She still wanted to eat 

that feast that was promised! 

“Really?” Chentian was quite happy at he words- this girl sure was smart, helping his act of coolness! It 

seemed that buying her lunch a couple more times wouldn’t be a loss at all! His image of a hero would 

be solidified as long as she was with him, and Jingyi would fall in love with him too! 

“Yeah, like in those TV shows, the main character usually is always someone like you, right now it’s time 

for you to show off your strength as the main character! Get him!” Xiaoxiao edged on. 

Yufeng was quite an annoying person, and Xiaoxiao hated him! Her time was already limited in this 

world, and she still wanted to experience friendship and love! This Yufeng kept butting in and causing 

trouble for everyone, and she didn’t have enough of lifeforce left to deal with that! So, as far as she was 

concorned, the best thing that could happen here was if Chentian broke him, putting him in the hospital 

for a year or so. That’d be to her favor, since she’d be dead by the time he came out! He wouldn’t even 

be able to have revenge, and that fact might piss him off so much that he could get sent back to the 

hospital again! 

“Okay, no problem! Watch how I punish this little bastard!” Chentian said, excited and filled with 

adrenaline by her words. He raised his hand at Yufeng. 

Yufeng’s eyes were filled with toxic rage- he loathed Lin Yi and Xiaoxiao! These two just had to come at 

this critical moment, and they did it all the time! Was it on purpose? 

This car incident seemed like a trap- did they set it on purpose? 

But Yufeng had no choice, and he was of sound mind- he had to improvise even though this might be a 

trap! 

He had to hold in his rage- time would come for him to have his revenge! 

With that, he took a deep breath and looked at Chentian. “Brother, how much is the car- I’ll pay you 

back!” 

“Pay me back? You think I look like someone without money?” Chentian raged. He was trying to act 

cool- if he were to pay him back then how was he supposed to look cool? He naturally couldn’t just let 

this go, and so he started his iron fist techniques and burst them onto Yufeng’s body! 

Yufeng felt so wronged and humiliated!! He was the young master of House Yu, House Yu! It had only 

been two days since he came to Songshan, and he’d already gotten beaten up twice! 



What were the people around Lin Yi? Why were they all people like this?! 

Yufeng had no time to think- the fist was already hitting him, so he had to protect his vitals and crouch 

on the ground, not daring to resist- Lin Yi couldn’t know about his strength! 

Lin Yi!! He swore that he would one day return the humiliation a hundred fold!! 

After beating on Yufeng a while, Chentian stopped, thinking that there was no point beating a dead man 

that didn’t fight back. It wouldn’t be heroic. And so, he gave him a kick, “You dead yet? If not then get 

up and pay up!” 

Yufeng was a Mystic early phase peak, after all- of course he wouldn’t faint from just a golden class early 

phase physical practitioner. He took a deep breath and endured his rage, “How much?” 

“Five million!” Chentian spat out. 

“Wha?!” Yufeng froze. Five million for one Audi? What the hell, that could buy you ten!! 

“Hurry up! Or do you want to get beaten up again? Don’t have enough, huh?” Chentian glared. 

“You fuc-…” Yufeng really couldn’t take it anymore. This was a damned golden class early phase physical 

practitioner, who the hell did he think he was, talking to him like this? He really had the urge to burst his 

strength out and killed this person, and do the same to Lin Yi if he were to intervene! 

Even if Lin Yi’s supporters that had backed him came out, he could just say that he didn’t know Lin Yi’s 

strength, and that all this was caused by a tragic car accident that incited the conflict- you couldn’t 

blame someone who didn’t know, could you? He didn’t even do it on purpose, and it was not him who 

started hitting people! 

Congming jumped when he saw that Yufeng was about to show his strength. He ran over and grabbed 

his hand, “Master Xie, endure! We need to endure!” 

“Fuu…” Yufeng took a deep breath. He was too hasty. These things weren’t settled by just saying ‘I 

didn’t know.’ After all, House Xiao and House Yu could also say that they didn’t know when they had 

bullied Chu Pengzhan- who knew that he had someone like Lin Yi supporting him? 

Chapter 1049: Girlfriend Worships Someone Else 

 

Yet, Lin Yi just killed Yu Bide and crippled Uncle Pi right away! 

Yufeng understood that if he were to kill Lin Yi today, it still wouldn’t be too serious if he didn’t have a 

terrifying power backing him up- but if he did, then House Yu would be in danger! 

If the hidden House Yu dind’t step out for them, then the common House Yu would be in a terrible 

situation! 

With that thought, he gritted his teeth, “Alright, Wang Congming, give him five million!” 



Chentian didn’t actually mean what he said- he only said that to start off the bargain with a huge price, 

waiting for Yufeng to try and push it down- his bottom line was five hundred thousand, since that was 

how much the car cost- he didn’t even licence it yet, so he wouldn’t lose anything! 

But who knew that this idiot Yufeng would just say yes! He was overjoyed at the thought of his heroism 

scaring the enmemy into submission just like that! 

Yufeng transferred five million to Chentian’s account, and went back to school with his two followers, 

troubled. 

He didn’t understand- back in Yanjing, when he was in school… He was the god of his school! He didn’t 

even need to wave his Yu name around, nor did he need to use qi, and yet he was the center point of 

everything in that school! 

He could have anything he wanted, and with girls, he basically only needed to wag his finger, and if he 

really had to, he could just use money! Nothing would fail! 

Yet in Songshan everything was different! 

His handsomeness didn’t help him, since the girls here all seemed to have something wrong with them, 

liking the tough type like Lin Yi instead of the pretty boy type like him. What was with that? And the girls 

here didn’t seem to like money as well, taking away all his advantages! 

“Lin Yi, just you wait- after I learn about your background, I’ll have your life! Your girls, as well, I’ll take 

them all and lock them up in my bedroom!” Yufeng said, pissed. 

“Yeah, that Lin Yi is simply too much of an asshole! We need to kill him sooner or later!” Congming said. 

Meanwhile, Chentian’s Audi TT was all messed up, and he couldn’t drive it. He had to get in Jingyi’s car! 

“Jingyi, I’ll go by your car then?” Chentian said embarrassedly. “This won’t start anymore!” 

Jingyi, of course, didn’t want to let Chentian sit in her car, but she couldn’t let him go to Lin Yi’s either, 

since the two were even more strangers compared to her. And she didn’t even know if Lin Yi had a car, 

since she didn’t know that the Beetle was his. 

“Lin Yi, you take the co-driver seat,” Jingyi said to Lin Yi after some hesitation. 

Since Chentian had to go in her car, she had to make sure he wouldn’t be sitting right next to her! 

Lin Yi had been focusing on Yufeng and Chentian earlier, and did Jingyi speak did he turn his eyes to her- 

he felt his eyes freshen up at the sight! 

The person in front of her was Sun Jingyi, but she was a much younger and youthful version! The 

makeup she had on from before was the mature type, making herself seem mature… But this was her 

true face! 

The Jingyi now looked around as old as Lin Yi and Xiaoxiao, at most she’d be one or two years older! 

Xiaoxiao looked at Jingyi and looked at Lin Yi, frowning. What was her relationshuip with Lin Yi, how 

come she was asking him to sit on the co-driver’s seat? Was she here to mess her relationship with Lin Yi 

up? 



Xiaoxiao didn’t want to be fighting a love rival again, since she didn’t know how many days she had left! 

There’d be no love for her to enjoy if she fought all the time! She’d just managed to get on friendly 

terms with Tang Yin and Yushu, and just got out of the conflict between them- where did this Sun Jingyi 

come from? 

“Lin Yi, honey, what’s your relationship with this little pretty girl?” Xiaoxiao whispered in his ear. 

“Little pretty girl?” Lin Yi blinked, finding the nickname funny, “It’s nothing, but we’re fake lovers in front 

of Chentian.” 

“Oh…” Xioaxiao calmed down once she heard they were pretending to be lovers. From her angle, as long 

as it didn’t threaten her position with Lin Yi as small wife, then it didn’t matter what his relationship with 

Jingyi was! 

And since they were only fake lovers, she didn’t need to worry about fighting Jingyi! 

She agreed at that thought, “Then you take the co-driver seat then!” 

“You’ll sit with Wu Chentian at the back then?” Lin Yi paused, not expecting such generosity. 

“Of course! That idiot just got five million, five million! I need to find some way to get some from him, 

and then we’d be in a very good position indeed!” Xiaoxiao grinned. 

“Hah…” Lin Yi smiled. Five million really wasn’t much to him, but since Xiaoxiao was so enthusiastic he 

naturally wouldn’t stop her from scamming people. 

“Iron Fist big bro, it’s been so long since I talked to you! Let’s sit at the back, you can tell me your heroic 

deeds!” Xiaoxiao waved at Chentian with a smile, her eyes narrowing into lines as she put on a face of 

worship! 

Chentian was quite troubled that Jingyi would give that seat to Lin Yi, but Xiaoxiao’s words put a smile 

on his face! If she really were to sit with him at the back and helped him look cool, then that’d be great! 

Much better than him sitting at the front! 

At the thought, he nodded, “Alright, I’ll tell you all about it, about what happened!” 

Jingyi looked at Xiaoxiao, frowning. This girl- was she Lin Yi’s admirer or Chentian’s admirer? Why was 

she treating Chentian with such passion right in front of Lin Yi?” 

“She’s your girlfriend?” Jingyi asked softly, looking at Lin Yi. 

“Yeah…” Lin Yi didn’t deny it. Since he had accepted her, he naturally treated her as his girlfriend. 

“Oh? But, she seems to really like Wu Chentian?” Jingyi reminded him. 

“Does she? Haha, you’ll see later,” Lin Yi knew that Jingyi had good intentions, so he wasn’t irritated or 

anything. 

“Oh…” Jingyi said, deep in thought as she looked at that innocent face on Xiaoxiao. 

Chapter 1050: Feng Xiaoxiao’s True Goal 

 



The four got in the car, “Where are we going?” Jingyi asked. 

“Uh…” Chentian actually didn’t know much about Songshan, and it was just a sudden thought that made 

him want to buy Jingyi lunch. He didn’t do his research and now he didn’t know where they should go- 

yet he couldn’t say that out, could he? “Haha, this Songshan city doesn’t really have many good 

restaurants- they’re far from the ones in Yanjing!” 

“Yeah, the best one in Songshan would be somewhere like Starlight Bright Restaurant, and it’s way 

below that place Iron Fist bro brought us to in Yanjing!” Xiaoxiao nodded, “For someone high class like 

Iron Fist Bro, it has to be the best of the best!” 

“Haha, it’s not really that high class- anywhere that Jingyi likes is high class in my book!” Chentian was in 

a great mood now that Xiaoxiao had started helping him look cool, “But we’ll just go to Starlight Bright 

then, it’s not as good as Yanjing’s places, but in a countryside location like this it’s not bad I guess! I 

always meet my clients there!” 

Chentian was running a company here already, so he would look fake if he didn’t even know about these 

sort of places in Songshan! In order to keep Jingyi from suspecting him, he used Xiaoxiaos words and 

decided on Starlight Bright right away! He had only gratitude for her great cooperation! 

“Chentian bro, what did you say? Clients? Could it be that you’ve started a company here?” Xiaoxiao 

asked. 

Chentian almost knelt down to thank Xiaoxiao!! She treated him nicer than his mother did, she truly did! 

The way she cooperated with his act of coolness, it really was the best in the world! He was just thinking 

of mentioning his company somehow! 

“Haha, I did open a trading company. Here’s my card!” Chentian said as he took out some business cards 

from his pocket, giving them to Xiaoxiao, Jingyi, and Lin Yi each. 

Jingyi was driving, so she only casually put the card away. Lin Yi took one look and stuffed it into his 

pocket, while only Xiaoxiao kept staring at it with wide eyes,”Holy moly, is this the legendary golden 

card?! That’s so amazing, I heard that only the top of the top chairmen use high class cards like this! This 

is a symbol of success!” 

“It’s not that great, just a business card!” Chentian was overjoyed, “A company this big really does need 

to package itself- I had to get something for representation!” 

“You’re right!” Xiaoxiao nodded, ” Looks like your company must be pretty huge, right, Chentian Bro? 

You must earn a lot?” 

“It’s alright, it’s good for an allowance,” Chentian said, nodding, “I’d say around a couple Audi’s worth of 

money per day?” 

“Oh my god, you’re so amazing! It took me many years to save up and buy an Audi, but you already have 

enough for so many in one day?!” Xiaoxiao opened her eyes wide, sparkling… 

“This is just the initial phase- there’ll be more in the future!” Chentian nodded gleefully. 

“Then do I call you Chentian Bro or Chairman Wu from now on?” Xiaoxiao asked. 



“Haha, anything you want!” Chentian felt his pores opening in pleasure- this Xiaoxiao was born to make 

him look cool!! 

“House Wu is one of the noble houses- with resources and connections, they have it very easy to start a 

company and earn money- as long as the one running it isn’t an idiot!’ Jingyi said coldly. 

“Wha?!” Chentian froze, his face awkward! 

Jingyi was right- any member of a noble house wouldn’t have any difficulty running a successful business 

with the connections that ran along the city. They basically only needed to find the right route, and 

money would flow in- yet Chentian didn’t make any effort at all, he only wanted to show off to Jingyi, 

and so he wasn’t earning any money! 

So wouldn’t that mean that he was the idiot Jingyi just mentioned? Chentian didn’t have any retorts, 

either- if he did, he’d label himself an idiot! 

“That’s right, but even still there’s people who earn a lot and people who don’t! Like Chentian Bro, with 

large piles of income flowing in like that every day- that’s very rare even with his advantages, and it 

shows how amazing Chentian Bro is!” Xiaoxiao said. 

Chentian’s brows went up in glee at the words! This Xiaoxiao was such a nice person- with a few words 

she had turned him into someone who stood out even among his noble house business peers! 

“Haha, I guess I am a little bit better than the average person!” Chentian said, pleased. 

“Yeah, just one look at how you punished those three idiots earlier- you were so strong!” Xiaoxiao said, 

worshipping him, “Chentian Bro, when you said ‘you think I look like someone without money?’, you 

looked so cool and powerful!” 

“Haha, that’s true, those three stooges, thinking that paying up would redeem their actions? Yeah right! 

If I weren’t to beat them up until their moms couldn’t recognize them then I’d drop my name as Iron Fist 

Wu!” Chentian started laughing loudly, accepting the nickname of Iron Fist Wu. He felt that it was a 

powerful name! 

“Yeah, that bit of money probably they paid you probably wasn’t much at all, right Chentian Bro? Just a 

day’s income?” Xiaoxiao saked. 

“Of course! Five million is nothing in my eyes!” Chentian nodded proudly, “A day’s worth, I suppose!” 

“I knew it, I was thinking that you only asked them for money to give them a deep punishment, so they 

wouldn’t go around breaking cars!” Xiaoxiao nodded. 

“Of course, that five million is far from enough to fill my pockets!” Chentian said. 

“Oh, but five million may be small change to Chentian Bro, it is big money for a commoner like me! How 

about this, Chentian Bro, why don’t you give me this money and let me go buy a good car? It’s nothing 

to you anyway!” Xiaoxiao said seriously. 

“Wha?!” Chentian’s eyes went wide, and he froze! He dind’t expect Xiaoxiao to ask for money! 



Jingyi was driving, and the words coming from Xiaoxiao almost caused her to drive off her lane- she 

finally understood what Xiaoxaio was after, she was laying a trap for Chentian, pushing him so high that 

he couldn’t back down! If he didn’t pay up now, then all those things he said earlier would be bullshit! 

Jingyi finally understood why Lin Yi didn’t care about how Xiaoxiao was worshipping Chentian- it was 

because Lin Yi didn’t care, indeed! He was confident from the start that Xiaoxiao didn’t worship him at 

all, she wanted to scam Chentian!! 

 


